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Commission to Study Wellesley Role as Women's College
by Susan Hclncmonn '70
Opening the meeting of Aca-
demic Council last Thursday, Miss
Ruth Adams welcomed the tem-
po™ ry student representatives.
Thirteen sophomore Senate reps.
Senate cabinet members and a
News reporter represented the
students, as the twenty student
members approved by the trustees
have not yet been elected.
In addition. Miss Adams explain-
ed that the Board of Trustees had
extended voting status to all full-
time faculty members, physical
education instructors and resident
artists. Part-time faculty will be
allowed to vote In their third con-
secutive year.
Towards Relevancy
Miss Adams then revealed that
the Braltmayer Foundation, which
gives institutional grants to prom-
ising developmental programs at
New England colleges, has offered
$10,000 In support of a seminar
concerned with the relevancy of a
liberal arts education today. Dur-
ing the first semester next year, lively discussion of this question
the seminar will examine the via- on the Wellesley campus and
bility of the concept of a liberal among friends and alumnae of the
arts program. Although the sem- College.
inar will be composed of 15 stu- "The Board of Trustees at Its
dents and a faculty member, the January meeting felt that this was
whole community will be asked a matter deserving careful atten-
to participate. 'i00 A special committee of the
• In the second semester there will board was created to consider the
be a day's program for the faculty most appropriate manner In which
to inform them of the study. Two the question of Wcllcsley's future
outside speakers as well as group could be examined. The committee
workshops led by the 15 student proposed that a special college
participants will stimulate discuss- commission be formed to under-
ion. Finally there will be an all- take a thorough study of Welles-
College conference — again with ley's historic role as a college for
outside speakers and workshops, women.
With the following words Miss "The Joint Educational Policy
Adams Introduced a new commls- Committee has been discussing a
s ion: similar proposal and they have en-
suring the past few years there dorsed this decision by the
has been considerable discussion trustees. A simultaneous Interest
of the future of Institutions like In this concern evidences itself in
Wellesley which offer separate nil Paris of the community and we
education. In recent months mnny anticipate n rewnrdlng period of
such Institutions have announced study.
plnns to Introduce coeducation In "Tho recommendations which the
some form. There hns nlsn been eoninilMlon will bo mnklnt; are of
the most fundamental nature to
the Institution. They should not
be mnde In response to the pres-
sure of events or the domlnnnt
mnoil of the moment, but only
after careful and thorough exam-
ination of the pedagogical ques-
tions Involved. It may be that the
commission win wish to have an
executive director to provldo ex-
pert staff assistance and to facil-
itate Its work In other way*.
"The commission will Investigate
the legal and economic Implica-
tions nnd particularly tho educa-
tlnnnl merits of separate educa-
tion nnd the various forms of co-
cducntlon. It should examine ques-
tions such as these: Is the learning
process for women significantly
different from that for men; are
some teaching methods and cer-
tain rurrlrulnr elements more ap-
propriate In the education of wo-
men; will there bo a need In the
Immediate nnd In tho distant fu-
ture for a flrst-rnte Institution de-
voted primarily to the education
of women; Is there a significant
body of outstanding students who
will want separate education and
will enjoy, Indeed flourish intel-
lrctunlly In this environment; how
ran the horizons of such an insti-
tution be broadened to establish
close and continuing contact with
all nspects of the world around Uio
college?
"If the answers to these and
similar questions suggest that Wel-
lesley's historic role is no longer
appropriate, the commission should
consider the direction in which the
college should move. It should in-
vestigate the costs, relative merits
and implications of coordinate ed-
ucation, coeducation and other pos-
sible arrangements. The implica-
tions of each in terms of new facil-
ities, additional faculty and staff,
the quality of male students which
would be attracted — these and
many other questions would have
to be examined.
"A study of this nature will take
(Continued on page 7)
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Miss Adams Recalls Major Trip
by Sue Wing '71
The altitudes of the young to-
ward the culture and conventions of
today's society were the focus of
attention ut two major conferences
recently attended by Ruth M.
Adams, president of Wellesley Col-
lege. Early in Februury, Miss Ad-
ams served on the resource slnff
of a flvc-day Humanities Seminar
for the Young Presidents' Orga-
nization, Inc. in Aspen, Colorado.
Immediately ufforward, she flew to
England lo attend a conference of
educators co-sponsored by the Am-
erican and English Dilchlcy Foun-
dations at Ditchlcy Park, Oxford-
shire. Miss Adams was ihe only
American woman educator to be
invited to both of these meetings.
In Aspen, "Generation gap or civ-
ilization gap - can wc cope with
il?" was the question at hand. The
delegates included both mcmbei-s of
the sponsoring organization, (which
consists of men who became presi-
dent of their businesses before
they reached the age of forty,) und
it-source consultants in widely
varied fields Among these consul-
tants, were Miss Adams, author
Max Schulman. Peter Tork of The
Monkces, SDS leader David Litt-
man, and Edgar Fricdenbcrg of the
Slate University of New York.
Lines of Cleavngo
Vast differences in backgrounds
and occupations served to split the
conference delegation into two ideo-
logically distinct groups. "It must
be remembered." observed Miss
Adams, during a News interview
Inst Friday, "that many of the dele-
gates were men in their forties,
often parents of children of high
school or college age ... As par-
ents and as men carrying corpor-
ate responsibility, they found it dif-
ficult lo comprehend, to under-
stand, the views of the radical
left." At Aspen, this radical view
was voiced primarily by Littman,
Tork. and Fricdenbcrg, who, re-
called Miss Adams, "wus seen as a
guru by the younger radicals."
"The Issue of destruction und vio-
lence," Miss Adams stated, "was a
primary source of conflict at As-
pen." She went on to explain that,
if their conference delegates were
at all representative, "the radical
left says that the system is so rot-
ten Hint it must be deslrnycd —
and thai it is not necessary (o have
a positive program of rebuilding."
Dichotomy?
It seemed, Miss Adams added,
that there was also a fundamental
difference nf approach lo the initial
question — Most noticeably, "|| wits
only Ihe older members who used
history of n source of analogy;" the
younger ones, in condemning tra-
dition, "said 'no' to history alto-
gether. ... It seemed that all of
the efforts lo really comprehend
the problems came from the ndults
rather than from the radical left."




; "When David Ult-
man entered the room," recalled
Miss Adams, "the first thing he
said was, 'You are the enemy.'
. . .
That represents a civilization gap,
doesn't it? .
. . And if it's a gap of
civilization, it's far more serious."
The Aspon conference may not
definitively have answered the orig-
inal question, Miss Adams admit-
ted; It did, however, underscore
several crucial facls. "I learned,"
she said, "that . . . the New Left
can be impressive in the tenacity
with which they defend their posi-
tion
. . . lhat the radical left is
something we must face — but not
all of Uio younger generation Is in
the radical left Furthermore, to
know the opinions of the radical
left makes it easier to understand
ihe thinking of the moderates or the
refomiers."
England Calmer
Al Aspen, the conference fol-
lowed a foimat of seminars and
addresses by resource consultants
on a wide-ranging variety of topics.
At Ditchlcy, both the American
and the British delegations in-
cluded representatives of student,
faculty, and administration Inter-
ests. The Americans represented
Wellesley, Stanford, most of the
Ivy League schools, and the univer-
sities or Miami, Chicago, Washing-
ton and Michlgnn; they ranged
from Miss Adams and Dr. Fred L.
Glimp, dean of Harvard College, to
Norton T. Batken, Student govern-
ment president at Stanford and Ed-
word Schwartz, last year's NSA
president and now a graduate slu-
denl at Hrandels. The Dilchlcy
convention was, however, smaller
and more specifically oriented, and
was attended only by selected Am-
erican and British educators — In
comparison to Aspen, Miss Adams
remarked "England was much
(Continued on page 7)
Capt. Jamei Lovall, Jr., aitronaut, addratiei MIT Apollo Convocation.
Apollo Astronaut Congratulates
Moonshot Success of MIT Labs
Ethos Interrogates Admissions
Members of Ethos confronted the
Board of Admissions last Tuesday
night. Desiring a significant in-
crease in black students for next
year's freshman class, they ques-
tioned the Board about the statis-
tics and the admissions procedure.
Franclne Guy '71, president of
Ethos, directed a prepared list of
queries lo Miss Barbara Clough,
director of admissions. How many
applications were received from
black students this year? 275 to
date. The deadline wus extended for
black applicants until the end of
January, although others ure still
being accepted under extenuating
circumstances. After the "normal"
deadline 93 applications were ac-
cepted; 131 fees have been wulvcd
to date. Ethos expressed concern
that some interested applicants are
unable to attend the required inter-
view for financial reasons. In St.
Louis since no alumnae interview-
ers live in the inner city, applicants
must travel to the suburbs. Ethos
suggested that each applicant be
told to contact the College if any
difficulties arose. How many black
students applied as a result of
summer recruitment? 12 as a direct
result. However, there has been a
significant increase in applications
from these areas between 1968 and
1969: from 4 to 40—New England,
from 10 to 60—New York Slate;
from 1 to 9—Washington, D.C.;
and from 7-13—Illinois.
Was there a person designated to
Interview blnck nppllcnnts at tho
College? Each professional Inter-
viewer carries rcsixinslblllllcs In
admission In addition to her Inter-
viewing. Therefore it may fall to
any interviewer to sec a black stu-
dent depending upon schedules.
(Continued on page 3)
One of America's three "moon-
men" returned to earth long enough
t» participate in MIT's Apollo Con-
vocation Inst Thursday afternoon.
Cnpl. James A. Love 1 1 Jr., USN,
headlined the Kresge Auditorium
program celebrating the success
of the Apollo S moonshot of late
December 196S. The MIT Instru-
mentation Laboratory developed
the guidance, navigation and con-
trol systems used on this mission
ns well as on the Apod 10 manned
lunar landing flight scheduled for
summer 1909.
"If It doesn't work, ihat's the
end of the story," explained Dr.
Charles S. Draper, director of the
IL, of t'.K vigorous performance re-
liability- and accuracy requirements
of the Apollo system. David G
Hoag, who was hi chanj'? of the
project gave a slide demonstration
of the mechanisms' functions and
structures.
Mini on Moon by 1070
The speakers had been intro-
duced by MIT President Howard
Johnson, who proclaimed, "Above
all, wc honor men ... I hope that
this will set goals in other fields."
Capt. Love! I was preco 'eJ on the
program by NASA Operations Di-
rector Christopher C. Kraft, Jr., of
Houston. Kraft cited the most im-
portant aspect of the space pro-
gram as "the challenge It brings to
tis,'" a challenge first posed by the
lnte President John F. Kennedy
when be predicted a manned lunar
lending by 1970.
As he narrated a movie of the
moon. Lovcll quipped. "At this
point, I was beginning to wonder
if I would ever be coming back."
He nlso recalled the periods of in-
creased intensity when the space-
craft went behind the moon and
momentarily lost contact with
ground control, and when the three
astronauts awaited the successful
completion of the trans-earth in-
jection burn which enabled them
to leave the moon's orbit
Moon All Black. White
"To me, it's like looking at a
page of history," Lovell said as
the camera scanned the barren
ruggedness of the moon surface.
The astronaut emphasized that the
lunar body had appeared almost
completely black, white and grey,
without the tinges of green and
blue that appear in colored photo-
graphs.
He also explained that the back
and front sides of the moon differ-
ed significantly. While pointing
out the primary landing site for
the manned module, he reminded
viewers of the gigantic size of the
geographical features, the moun-
ta'ns, craters and marl.
In a press conference earlier
in the day. Lovell hod in effect re-
sponded to a call for a justification
of the space exploration program
as a whole. He stressed the ac-
companying technological advance-
ment In which we are beginning
(Continued on page 7)
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Revisions and Revelations
Two weeks ago a News reporter interviewed
members of the Structural Revisions Committee
to find out what they were doing. She received
only vague, generalized answers to her questions.
SRC was unwilling to reveal the concrete propo-
sals under discussion.
In light of next wcck"s College Government
elections the student representatives felt it imper-
ative to inform the candidates of the changes
which they may face when SRC presents its pro-
posals in April. Their decision is to be commend-
ed. If they had not acted, the new officers would
tec has not given Ihc community a chance to fol-
low Us work. There have been no open discus-
sions they have not released any concrete infor-
mation.





of the founder's then appropriate
purpose in establishing an institu-
tion for the higher education of
women. But of practical obstacles I
see few, and these more than over-
students, we
tions. Apparently they fear that if their plans arc ,r support Mr. Paul Worthman's dis-




„, „u„„„„ i, ,.„„„,«. nees faced by students this term. Re- students of a coeducation program.mg to accept any comprom sc or change It seems
serve^ les o, ^ tcxUj ^ The hM and fcm ,nisphanK.
that they do not trust the students intelligence or slened ln several TOUrees are dlf. ups . on whlch ^ mt|ch cum^
judgment. ficult to obtain because of heavy unrest is focused would be consider-
, ,, ,,





SRC's unconscious rcconstitution of the vow of Wc feel "|a'»uf undf-
ably alleviated by the admission of
i
" " mev n a ,c^
,| L mcer ia
serious threat to the oDcn lines of
s,nndlnB of material is being male students and the consequent
have been suddenly confronted with duties which ^^.K? Sf TT. °„" llml,cd bv ,hc shortage of books. enrichment of the whole quality of
they had never considered undertaking. Students
.would be voting blindly without any indication of
the changes which their representatives will be
called upon to effect. Even now the announcement
has come too late. The students are not properly
informed. How can they vote intelligently if they
do not fully understand what they are voting for?
In her progress report in the winter Alumnae
Magazine president Ruth M. Adams writes about
SRC — "The college community follows the com-
mittee's work with interest .
.
." Yet the commit-
life
News is not endorsing any of the candidates
for CG president this year. Although the three
contestants represent different points of view, none
of them has fully recognized the underlying issues
nor has any indicated that broader vision neces-
sary for an effective student leader.
In examining the function of a transitional Col-
lege Government, wc agree that Senate must focus
and channel student participation. The CG presi-
dent must coordinate the various existing commit-
tees. She must not allow student involvement to
disintegrate into unconimunicaling, disparate frag-
ments. The qualities needed to effect this leader-
ship, however, arc not just fact ami enthusiasm.
We are tired of high school campaigns for more
spirit, awareness, and participation. More all-
College meetings, more CG publications, more re-
quired dorm meetings will not work alone. What
we need is a strong sense of direction. Unless the
CG president can formulate a goal, an underlying
purpose for her actions, students will lose interest
in piecemeal reforms.
One of the crucial issues which the candidates
must face is that of educational policy. Students
are no longer only interested in social regulations.
They demand a voice in determining their educa-
tion. As the leader of the student body, the CG
president must be able to articulate this demand.
The candidates" mentioned coeducation, cross-
registration and interdepartmental majors — yet
these are only facets of a larger philosophy. More
essential is the desire for an educational policy
based on a belief in the individual and her right to
create her own academic program. Flexibility, in-
dependence and self-determination are the key
words. At present Academic Council is the body
with power over educational policy, yet none of
i ,
.





commun.cation necessary for any change within Wc rca„ze ,ha , many sludcnts ncademlc and exlra<urriSuar
the College. If they suddenly thrust their rccom- ohange late ln ^ ,erm on thls suporb cnmpus .
mendations upon an uninformed community, causing unexpected demand for books Mr. Lester's specific arguments
there will be considerable dissatisfaction. Only if in certain classes. Wc know that for coeducation (Special Educa-
thc community is aware of the deliberative pro- publishing houses sometimes cause lion Supplement, News, November
cess, will they be able to understand and to ac- delay in supplying books. While this 21, 1968, p. s-2) are very persua-
cept the revisions proposed by SRC. Is understandable, deliberate under- sive to me, as are those advanced
.
ordering of texts to ensure complete by many others. Rather than re-list
News demands that in the future SRC publish sell out Is not. We hope that appro- these I should like merely to testify
reports of its meetings. Wc do not need to know priate remedial action can be taken, to the quality of interaction between
all the details, but wc must be able to follow the Otherwise we hope that the college actors and actresses In the educa-
can recommend an alternative tlonal experience of play production










the candidates have seriously considered the role
of the 20 non-voting student representatives. If
there is lo be nny notion, if lllc sludenls are Indeed
to have n voice, Ihc C(i president must decide
how best to utilize this channel.
Another central issue is that of the October
proposals. While the candidates spoke of the im-
pact of these proposals on the community, they
ignored the continuing need for implementation.
When asked about Ihc crucial questions facing the
College, not one nuMllimu'il Ihc admissions policy.
Whtii kind of a sludenl body do the stiuk-nls wntllV
The C(i president mtlNl be able lo look beyond
lite apnihy of the present sliuli'nl population. She
must ask why-wlr-l are the College's weaknesses'.'
The answer lies in fundamental attitudes as well as
And Hathaway
Rep Responds
Ktl. note: Tim following copy of
I In* loiter In Mm. Olinxtcnd, Mun-
iilfor of Hnllmwily limine, wn« nont
in iii« liy Murlliii IMiiflhuinlil.
I ii'iir Mi \s. < HniRtcnd:
Tin" sim i nf Term II at Welles-
When I first came here it was my
naive assumption that the mere pre-
sence of actresses (girls) would at-
tract actors (boys) for our produc-
tions. I was totally mistaken. There
arc far easier ways for college men
to get to now a wider spectrum of
college girls than to spend three
hours a night, four nights a week for
five weeks working desperately hard
lo put on a difficult play. It is the
quality of the plays, the calibre of
production and the opportunities of
the roles which draws actors to
Wnllesley from surrounding colleges
'fourteen represented In Marat/
Snile), most of them wilh full thea-
tre programs of their own. And it
I." work on the common task moti-
vated by a desire for excellenceley College has served to accentu-
tructurc. In the past, the College has limited its ate and to arouse disgruntled stu- ^'^ £CTpicriheir Time and"«h
admissions to a narrow segment of society. Stu- dci,,s and faculty s discontent with < ^jes. The challenge of each other's
dents fc:\ that a wider range of economic and cul- Hathaway House Bookshop As a pDjitlieSi ,hp growth of ensemble, the
lural bpckgroimds would provide a more stimillat- ""I
0" 1 "ntlmway House Repre- C0n0C|ive exploration of life through
illt! community. Students are also concerned with J^.!
™1
.^ .i
1^ Aa* l<,' Ihc Practice of a specific craft, and
financial policy. How can the College's resources
.MffllS 11,0 ™mPreh»«,on - projection and
best b= used to enrich the community? 1, 1 wl I t. o Store "f 1 i'T" (crea,ionn°
. ,,,,,, ,. , . . • ...
" Ins WUI1 11,0 uooitsiore. n wor)j 0 f theatrical art are what
Finally all of the candidates have ignored Wei- There are complulnts concerning occupy the young men and women
lesley's role within the larger society. An Upward the chronic undcrorderlng of text- who work together in the Wellesley
Bound program is only one facet of a necessary books — an under-ordering by so College Theatre. We have our share
institutional commitment. Racism and black pow- much that the majority of students 0 f romances, and more cats and
cr arc crucial issues in our society today, and as in some classes are still without chicks show up at cast parties than
such they affect the College. No CG president o"01*3 - Faculty are equally annoy- ever appear on our stage. But this
can ignore the need for the students as well as the
cd by this pracUce especially after is not what is important In this
ii , ,i . i „„ they have ordered the correct num- coeducational enterprise.College to take a stand on these issues. ber ot texU. There ore complaints The important things are living in
News urges the students to consider the goals nbout thc -back-door" treatment the world together, sharing a com-
of thc College before voting. Because the College accorded to students — not only at mon purpose and creating a com-
has so much potential, it is vital that the students' the beginning of the term when mon vision, interacting and function-
major executive be someone with the vision neces- expediency requires that students ing in a viable life model of men
sary to realize this potential. use the rear door entrance but also end women working together as men
throughout the term as evidenced and women. I eagerly project the
by lack of courtesy on part of the positive ambiance of the rehearsal
saleswomen and the preference stage experience to thc classroom
shown to a Wcllesley-town "cus- especially but also to all aspects ot
tomcr" while we are referred to collegiate life on this enmpus.
A
not as customers but as "stu- '™er, more genuine and more use-
dents." There are complaints about ful academic community holds
rich
pricing, about marking books up. Possibilities of new growth and
ser-
about charging top dollar in our (°r mls
1
c0,,e«e -
"cooperative." There are com- Sincerely,
plaints about the CAP charge
cards. Why can't a student charge
something without her card when
she did not even ask for the card
In the first place?
The College is seeking alterna-
tives to Its dilemma. Faculty mem-
bers plan to bring up the subject
Paul R. Barstow
Director of the Theatre
For Justice
To the editor:
Confronted with the very imminent
likelihood of massive structural re-
before Academic Council The Wcl- visions, this year's College Govern-
lesley News called for a branch ""'Cnt elections are indeed crucially
TKinK tefor-d you Voie
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of the MIT Coop on campus in last
week's editorial. Some students
have simply begun buying their
hooks In Cambridge. Many others
lire signing petitions which are
moving ncross campus calling for
belter service.
We cannot afford to wait for
Hathaway House amelioration
much longer. Can Hathaway
House afford to lose Wellesley Col-
lege business?
Sincerely yours,
Martha J. Macdonald '70
Hathaway House Trustee
Subscriptions J5.00 per annum: Second class postage paid at Boston, Mass., under thc
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Get into the Act
To the editor:
From a somewhat unique vantage
point, thnt of the coeducational Wel-
lesley College Theatre production
program, I should like to add another
voice to the plea for exploration of
full coeducation at Wellesley.
There may be legal obstacles to
such a step for Wellesley, in view
significant. Flexible and creative
leaders of vision and foresight are
needed to formulate, coordinate, and
evaluate a wide range of structural
changes. Capable and experienced
activists are needed to promulgate
the changes and to insure the work-
ability of the system. Vicky Boucher,
a candidate for Chief Justice is
such a double-edged leader. She has
a tremendous backlog of socio-poli-
tical experience, including working
closely with the Committee of Con-
cern in Roxbury, organizing the up-
coming Religion Symposium, work-
ing with on Informally-organized
structural revision group, actively
participating on SEC, and holding
(Continued on page 6)
REMEMBER TO VOTE
CG olocliom will bo hold Mon.
and Tuei.. Fob. 74 and 2S from
8:30 a.m. lo 5 p.m. In Groen Hall
near tho Pot* OHiee. An import-
ant roforendum is on iho ballot
wilh quoitions on such iiiues at
cooducalion, liquor on campus and
ilructural revisions.
Thursday, February 20, 1969 WELLESLEY NEWS Page Three
Hope to Spark Theology Symposium;
Religion Dept. Imports Europeans
In search of a theology of hope,
lending figures in religious thought
will gather at Welleslcy for a sym-
posium on Fri., Mar. 7 and Sat.,
Mar. 8. Sponsored by the depart-
ment of religion and Biblical stu-
dies, under the auspices of the An-
nette Finnegan Fund, the theolo-
gians will explore new dimensions
In cschatologlcal concerns.
Jurgen Moltmann, professor of
systematic theology at Tubingen
University will travel from Ger-
many to speak on "Futurology,
Technology, and Eschatology: Pos-
sibilities of Human Identity."
slated for Saturday morning. Molt-
mann was a pioneer in reactions
.against the "God is dead" philo-
sophy, with the publication of his
book. The Theology of Hope in
1967. With his studies begun as a
prisoner of war in England during
World War II, he has become a
minister of the Reformed Church
in Germany and was a visiting pro-
fessor at Duke University last
year.
Eastern Religions
The evening before Moltmann's
morning address holds in store
"New Possibilities in the Religious
SelftUndcrstnnding of Man," by
Robert N. Bellah. The professor
of sociology ot the University of
California, Berkeley, will be intro-
duced by Miss Ruth M. Adams,
president of Ihe College.
Bellah, well-versed in Asinn stu-
dies, is the author of mnny books,
including Tokucawu Religion, and
is chnirmim of the Tenter for Jap-
anese and Korean Studies nt Berke-
ley.
Following Moltmann's speech on
Saturday morning, Ileana Marcu-
lescu, former professor of philos-
ophy at the Rumanian Academy
of Sciences, Bucharest, will ex-
plore "Dialectic Tensions Between
Hope and Despair In an Atheistic
World." Described as a French
Marxist, she is concerned with the
dialogue between Marxism and
Christianity. Along with Mclfmann,
she is an editor of Ncum Forum, a
publication which addresses Itself
to an Interplay of theological
thoughts.
Role of Revolution
In the afternoon session, Paul
Lahmann, professor of systematic
theology at Union Theological Sem-
inary, plans to discuss "Revolution,
Humanlzation, and the Problem of
Power." Concerned with the ach-
ievement of authentic personal and
corporate existence, he attaches
worth to the vitalities he feels are
hidden within the Biblical and
Christian understanding.
The author of Forgiveness, De-
risive Ishuo In Protestant Thought
and Ethics In > Christian Context,
he has lectured widely throughout
Ihe world. Lohmann was associate
professor of Biblical studies at Wcl-
lesley In 1941-16, and later taught
ot the Princeton Theological Sem-
inary and Harvard University.
The culminntlng point of the sym-
|K>slum will be a Saturday oflcr-
nunn panel iIIkciissIoii led by Fred
Dcnhcmix, professor of religion and
Biblical similes, with nil four speak-
crs Interchanging Ideas.
Biafra Experts Analyze Crisis;
Suggest Opportunities for Action
Black Admissions . .
.
(Continued from pago 1)
Each black applicant who came to
(he College was asked if she would
like to see Miss Jeanne Burnettc,
black recruiter.
Is there any Interviewing procedure
especially designed for the black ap-
plicant? The interviewing proce-
dure differs with each girl and re-
lates to her own particular experi-
ences. At the College there is no
set formula for interviews. No
special questions have been design-
ed for black students. Ethos indi-
cated that the Board must have
such special questions since the
block experience is different than
the white one. In addition, they feel
that a black interviewer is impera-
tive. Although each girl was told
about Miss Burnette and provided
with a black student guide when
possible, Ethos insisted that this
was considered supplementary.
Since the basis for an interview
is finding a common denominator,
Ethos believes that only a block
interviewer can fully relate to a
black applicant
How many black applicants were
interviewed by black alumnae? Ap-
plicants arc directed to the
Acquaintanceship Chairman In
their area and, as far as we know,
there are no black Acquaintance-
ship Chairmen. We are convinced
that it is essential to have black
representation. Ethos stressed that
black interviewers are necessary.
Deploring the Welleslcy image pre-
sented nt acquaintanceship teas,
Ethos stated that often black alum-
nae are not invited. In addition,
these teas are usually held in the
suburbs, discouraging the inner city
resident. The prospect of student
interviewers replacing alumnae was
discussed. According to Ethos, Wel-
lesley is changing so fast that
ulumnac can not know the attitu-
des on campus. They felt students
could more easily establish a rap-
port and would be better able to
answer questions.
What are the specific criteria which
have been set up to Identify the
"uniquely qualified" student? The
"uniquely qualified" In contrast to
the "conventionally qualified" Is
the student whose potential for
academic success cannot neces-
sarily be identified or established
by her secondary record and test
scores. Philip M. Phlbbs, executive
assistant to the President, stressed
that since motivation and potential
are the key considerations, it is
impossible to provide objective
measures. Further, he insisted that
"uniquely qualified" students will
not be so labeled once they are ad-
mitted.
Who will distinguish the "uniquely
qualified" nppllrunt? The Board.
According to Miss Burnette, the
problems wllh which Ihe Hludent
hns had to contend will bo n mnjor
factor In Ihe decision. Films then
demanded that a black i>crson rend
and vote on all black applications.
At present, Miss Burnette has been
evaluating applications and the
Board agreed to consider proposing
to Academic Council that her vote
be recorded.
How lllltcll rollow-up WIM done, on
all iiiiiuca turned In tut a rpNtilt of
xtudcut recruiting? For every name
submitted cither an application or n
letter of information was sent to
the girl involved. The student sum-
mer recruiters pointed out that
Miss Burnettc had not seen their
list ot names until December. They
felt that the lack of Immediate
follow-up accounted for the gap
between the number of students
contacted and the number who ap-
plied. Ethos then recommended
that all black students accepted in
April be contacted by alumnae and
Ethos to encourage them to choose
Welleslcy.
In Miss Adam's statement of May
8, the College made n commitment
to Increase black enrollment. It
seems to Ethos It Is necessary to
not only Increase blnrk applica-
tions but also the number of black
students accepted for regular ad-
mission. What kind of Increase do
you intend to make? The Board
plans to increase black enrollment
just as it did last year. Since 12
of the 19 black students accepted
chose to go elsewhere, the Board
is aware that it must this year
overaccept a larger proportion of
black students than of white stu-
dents. Miss Clough reassured Ethos
that black applications will be
handled separately, just as those
of foreign students are. Ethos em-
phasized that a conventionally
qualified black student is different
from a white one. The problem of
a minimum number of black stu-
dents was discussed, but the Board
does not use quotas, so no agree-
ment was reached. The Board did,
however, promise to accept as
many black students as possible
for next year. Specific numbers are
impossible to determine In the
weeks preceding a full knowledge
of the complete credentials of the
entire group, in the Board's opinion.
Concluding the meeting, two
Ethos members read statements
condemning certain racist attitudes
still apparent in the administra-
tion's relations with black people.
Jurgan Moltmann, author of Tfcs
Theology of Hope, lo spsak at Wal-
loilay.
Belles on Their Tows
To Ski Mt. Wellesley
by Susan Buyer '71
Alongside the hockey field and
tennis courts lies a tree-shrouded
slope that would make a conven-
ient and vnluable ski nrea for the
physical educntlon department and
the hundreds of Welleslcy students
who would like to leorn to ski. A
short distance from Mary Hemcn-
wny Hnll. the slope would elimin-
ate I he necessity of busing inter-
mediate siding students to Blue
Hills mid wasting the 'line of the
lu'dlnnerx' clnsses In walking from
Hie gymnasium lo Ihe hill near ihe
Quad with hUI equipment.
According In Miss Marliara Coch-
ran, assistant professor of physical
education and director of the ski
program, the new facilities could
be used by all but the most ad-
vanced skiers nnd the racing clnss
that Is being planned for next
year; these skiers would still have
In commule to Mine I 1111m. An In-
Clio ski mvn during recreational
Sll'lielors' class Hint could patrol
skiing, Is also being planned.
Students Needed
At present, the slope is covered
with low underbrush, quite a few
tall but spindly trees, nnd a small
number of big trees. Most of the
IM'RPT trees could remain If the
slope Is carefully planned. The
trees that border Ihe fields on Ihe
1<V> of Ihe hill could icmnin, pro-
viding a camouflage for the cleared
nrea. The department hopes for
student help in clearing out the
underbrush if the program is ap-
proved by the administration.
A detailed, financially modest
proposal must be assembled by the
depnrlment lo submit to the ad-
ministration. The hill must be map-
ped, boundaries and trees marked,
and the position of the rope tow
decided, before a decision can be
reached. Miss Cochran suggested
that the cost of the tow be met
from money received through ski
rentals and perhaps from a stu-
dent campaign such as the one
that raised moncw for a new crew
shell last year.
None of this is possible without
student support. Photographers,
artists, and anyone who wants to
help or simply to express opinions
or suggestions arc urged to make
themselves known by contacting
the physical education department.
The department urgently needs as-
surance that students are willing
to help before anything more can
be done.
by Judith dlLeo '71
Guest Reporter
Biafra is a dead issue at Welles-
ey if ever it was a live one, so it
not surprising that the Feb. 13
'teach-in" at Emmanuel College,
irganized jointly by representa-
tives from a dozen area schools
irew only three Wellesley students.
Because most people here know
the bare facts of the situation a
"teach-in" didn't sound worth plod-
ding snowy rain for, but the eve-
ning, far from being an easily-dis-
missed three hours of biased Ni-
gerian history, laced with plugs for
contributions, was disturbingly
thought^provoking.
Riva Gees of Brother opened the
teach-in by reading a telegram
sent by Edward Kennedy, and by
introducing the evening's six speak-
ers. The low-keyed narration of the
film which followed — The Biafran
Tragedy — let the shots of kwosh-
iorkor-stricken children speak for
themselves.
Relict
Monsignor Andrew Landl of
Catholic Relief Services spoke first,
stressing the apolitical nature of
his organization's efforts to allevl-
atc the suffering of both Biofrans
and Nigerians. He stated that an
ecumenical group recently bought
four U.S. planes; now there are
ten flying supplies at night from
Sao Tome to Biafra.
The second speaker, Mrs. Robert
Williams, cluilrmllii of the UNICEF
Iliafin Relief Program pointed out
I hat Ihe run-down condition of the
Hlnfrnna and neighboring Nigerians
makes them highly susceptible to
many diseases; starvation is not the
only enemy. Measles takes its toll:
drugs are in short supply. Mrs.
Williams admitted that UNICEF
must lie cautious, as Nigeria is a
UN member.
Reverend Dennis Gavin, a Roman
Catholic missionary from Ireland,
left Hlafrn recently after spending
several years there. The audience
as a whole enjoyed his personal,
subjective description of the situa-
tion; a group of five Nigerian stu-
dents did not. After Gavin finished
his folksy account, the microphone
wns open for questions, and a stu-
dent from Lngor asked why Gavin
fell quallllcd to pronounce the Ibos
the catalysts in expanding the edu-
cational facilities of pre-war Ni-
geria. The student held forth for a
couple of minutes until n young
Biafran grabbed the microphone.
Gavin dismissed the Nigerian as
typical, and reiterated his appraisal
of the Ibos as having- been the
most intellectually ambitious Ni-
gerians.
Causes of Division
After an intermission of peace
songs, Chinwelzu Ibekwe, a Biafran
who came to the US in 1964 and is
now a graduate student in philos-
ophy at MIT began to speak. Ibek-
we explained why his people had
taken up arms In 1967. Of the
Ibos who had Hocked to the North
to fill the government positions va-
cated by the English in 1960, those
who survived the uprising and po-
groms fled to the East, land of fel-
low Ibos. The common fear and
anger of the refugees and Eastern-
ers fanned a grass-roots militancy.
Ibekwe explained that the group
could not identify with a Nigeria
which had resented their power and
had attempted to exterminate them.
To expect Biafra, the unstable, en-
emy-ringed haven of a hated group
to survive re-incorporation Into Ni-
geria is, Ibekwe explained, unreal-
istic.
Dr. Annemarie Shimony suggest-
ed a loose union as the solution. In
a few minutes she presented a
course of stalemate-breaking ac-
tions aimed at getting food to the
people of Biafra and the surround-
ing area and at getting Russia and
France to stop supplying arms to
the opposing sides so that true ne-
gotiations can start. That Mrs. Shi-
mony is experienced in testifying
on this issue is apparent; the au-
dience appreciated her concise eval-
uation of the dilemma. She stressed
that to support enforced unification
will not stave off future disruptive
Balkanlzing upheavals in Africa, as
the root of the problems is the past
delineation by colonial powers of
nationul areas, regardless of tribal
population.
"Noo-Colonlallsm"
Ed Stokes, Director of African
Affairs, National Student Associa-
tion, emphasized that while past
colonialism was the root of the Bi-
afra problem, present "neo-colo-
nialism" continues to intensify it.
He cited a 1967 incident as illustra-
tion: British oil companies at-
tempted to pay the tax on oil from
Biafran wells to Biafra ns and not
to the Lagos government. But be-
cause of the war in the Middle
Fust, British oil companies de-
ponded heavily ui>on the goodwill
of the Nigerinn government, and as
a result, paid only a token sum to
Biafrans. Stokes pointed out that
the Biafrans desperately needed the
money, as Nigeria had cut off ser-
vices and salaries of Biafrans em-
ployed by the Nigerian govern-
ment. Stokes called for massive
U.S. protest against exploitive ac-
tivity.
Paul Connelt, president of the
Committee to Keep Biafra Alive,
spoke last — emotionally, some-
times pooticaly, passionately. In-
ternal fighting among people work-
ing on the same problem is dis-
heartening; Connett's condemna-
tion of "U.N. whores" had a self-
righteous ring, and his confession
of shame as an Englishman about
his country's behavior was charac-
teristic of his entire speech in its
uncontrolled, and therefore ineffec-
tive intensity. If he had ended after
reading a moving poem by a young
Biafran comparing the Biafran sit-
uation to that of the Jews in the
Second World War, he would have
been much more effective. He then
went on to state that "Biafrans
will not allow their lives to be
part of an experiment in national
unity." He pointed out that colonial
powers had developed atomized Af-
rican nations — that communica-
tion, transpotration and cooperation
among West African countries is
lacking. He appealed to black Am-
ericans to urge the U.S. to sup-
port cooperation among West Af-
rican nations. His conviction that
Biafra Is the first African state
which could be truly independent
(economically) is based on the
false assumption that Biafra could
exist self-sufflclently.
Because Biafra remains depen-
dent on the rest of the world even
in the best of times, an immediate
scheme of cooperation is essential.
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CG Candidates Examine Structure;
Say Communication of Issues Vital
The proposal currently being in-
vestigated by the Structural Re-
vision Committee envisions a
three-pronged structure. Instead of
College Government, they foresee
an all-student legislative body con-
cerned primarily with student af-
fairs, such as social and residential
regulations. A faculty council
would deal with specifically faculty
affairs like hiring and firing and
salaries. An educational policy com-
mittee, composed of students and
faculty, would replace Academic
Council. While this group would
handle all academic mat (ere, both
the faculty and student bodies
would be able to submit sugges-
tions. Above these three structures
would be a joint student-faculty-
administration committee to decide
on total community concerns like
priorities for campus funding.
In general, the three candidates
for CG president favored this struc-
ture. They differed however, in
their concept of the Senate which
will exist in the interim period, be-
fore any proposal is enacted.
In her statement to News, Eliza-
beth Stowe observes, "The College
and the student body have been
faced this year with a multiplicity
of Issues concerning the purpose,
functioning and struclure of this
educational institution. The pro-
blem is not what shall be done,
what questions shall be nsked, but
how the student sector will shnpe
its response to the situation in
which It finds itself . . . The chal-
lenge of CG will be to crystallize
representative student opinion, to
provide interchange between parti-
cipating members of the institu-
tionalized structures and the re-
presentatives of the student body;
In all, creative contributions rather
than mere presence in the decision-
making structures of the College.
Under the new structure CG will
bear the responsibility for making
social and residential regulations
as a purely student organization;
1 have dwelt on the other potential
side of CG with the intention of
deemphasizlng, not excluding, the
legislative function. With the utili-
zation of House Presidents Council
in particular we will be able to
overhaul existing regulations and
legislate in the future with a mini-
mum of CG's time and emotional
energy . . . CG officers will need a
heightened sense of what, beyond
legislation, Is being worked out in
the CG functioning that I envision:
the roles of students In other
bodies, the workings out of deci-
sion-making of the independent
student 'council' in relation to the
rest of the college structure . . .
and the need to support, focus and
channel, rather than direct, stu-
dent participation."
Ronnie Lindquist's stutemcnt
reads: "I propose to work with
Senate: to expand the MIT cross-
registration program by better co-
ordination of class schedules and
calendar; to initiate more coopera-
tion among the colleges in the
Boston area with the goal of event-
ual cross-registration; to promote
Wellesley's inclusion in the 10 Col-
lege Plan, enabling students to
study at member schools for 1 or
2 terms; to allow the serving of
liquor on campus; to coordinate
Senate buses with MIT huses and
to set up more late buses; to Im-
prove Hathaway House as a store
for students; to extend car privile-
ges to sophomores; to allow each
dorm to determine the number of
wait-on meals; to extend library
hours on Sunday evening; to set
aside a special study room in every
dorm; to establish an exchange pro-
gram with colleges like Howard
University; to strengthen the honor
system by Instituting self-scheduled
exams; to allow more flexibility to
plan interdepartmental majors; to
convert one society house for over-
night male guests.
"If I am elected Senate presi-
dent the jurisdiction of the com-
mittees will be clearly defined and
publicized
.
. . The minutes of each
Senate meeting will be circulated
within a day to each dorm to help
all students keep Informed of acti-
vities on campus. The great strides
which have been made in updating
Wellesley's admission policy, in re-
cruiting black students, in establish-
ing a successful Upward Bound
program, In increasing communica-
tion between students and faculty
and students and the administration
must be furthered."
Pixie Loomls adds, "To mo the
most Important qualities for the
next CG president to possess are
enthusiasm, tact, organization and
knowledge of the direction in which
she hopes to move the College.
This direction should be townrds
cross-registration with universities
In the Boston men, n broader cur-
riculum and a more proge/wlvc at-
titude of a liberal education. The
latter suggestion Includes such
ideas as special study terms to be
taken at other universities, either
domestic or foreign; Increased op-
tions for independent study pro-
grams and the formation of an edu-
cational policy committee recep-
tive to the Individual requests of
students."
News also Interviewed (he candi-
dates with the osslstancc of Hilary
Rodham '69, outgoing CG president.
Below are their condensed reac-
tions:
What do you see as the primary
fuctlon of the CO president?
Liz Stowe: CG should be a place
to focus the questions and Issues
arising elsewhere. The president
should moke the student legislature
a sounding board and n channel
for the decisions going to the edu-
cational policy and community
council which will determine the
College's direction.
Bonnlo Llndqulst: The CG presi-
dent should act as u tactful liaison
between the study body nnd the
admlnlstrutlon and faculty, coordi-
nate the various committees and
keep the students informed on the
issues raised. Her main function
is to Implement the policies stu-
dents want and to make students
feel Involved by raising the issues.
Plxle Loomls: One key word is
•'enthusiasm." The CG president
must motivate people to become
. concerned, to make them aware of
Senate. She must allocate power
to Independent committees and co-
ordinate them. Students must also
be made aware of the alternatives
and the obstacles; everything
should be above board.
Liz: The present Senate is not an
effective sounding board, nor are
people concerned so much with so-
cial regulations us with education-
al policy and admission—these are
the key things we should be invol-
ved with. We shouldn't just follow
the groove of the last years. We
need a broader student-student
structural basis. I really don't see
a future for the present Senate.
Hilary: It has been accepted year
after year that Senate has to
change. Maybe the issues are dif-
ferent, but you still have to go
through the parliamentary proce-
dure, listen to opinions—it grinds
slowly. Just how would you change
It?
Uonnlo: The problem is that the
jurisdiction of the committees is
not well-defined or publicized so
the students don't know where to
direct their questions.
Hilary: You must consider the hu-
man factor. Decisions Involve deli-
beration. Also structure without
attltudinal changes doesn't mean
anything. What's the advantage of
having any legislative body7
Liz: With the Increased representa-
tion of students on committees like
admission, there's a need for a body
where they can communicate, so
that they're not just Isolated
groups. People not on these com-
mittees should also have a chance
to contribute Ideas. With wider stu-
dent involvement, Senate could be
more of a forum.
Plxle: There should be more all-
College meetings as sounding
boards. Senate could then take ac-
tion, it should move away from
the hypothetical to the nitty gritty
of doing,
Hilary: You have to differentiate
between n think tank mid n decl-
iloM-mnUliig body. Should you
moblllzo or Inko lime to tblnk7
1'lxlo: The president should work
behind (he scenes—talking to the
administration. If the faculty and
administration are convinced that
Senate is the voice of the students,
it will have power. In the right
hands, Senate can become a power-
mi mechanism.
Llzi You're still luildng In terms of
nu ellllsl type of activity. A lot of
students arc Just not Involved.
Uonnlo: Why do you automatically
assume that this student body has
to be apathetic? If the students
were better informed, they would
be more invblved.
Hilary: Speaking from experience,
certain Issues will get a wide re-
sopiiNc but only 'a tew people are
willing to do the dirty work. Sure
you can solicit participation, but
you can't beg for it. If the stu-
dents want something they know
wno you are.
What about Academic Council?
Since t tint Is where the power lies
now, how do you propose to deal
with It? What should Senate's
relationship to the student reprc-
nentntlves be?
There was little response to this
question.
Plxle: Each one of them should
mobilize her own position; there
shouldn't be one unified student
block. The CG president should
keep In close contact with them
nnd call on them to report
What do you feel are the crucial
Issues facing the College as a
whole?
Liz: Coeducation.
Bonnie and Plxle: Cross-registra-
tion with more schools than MIT
in the immediate future, with the
eventual goal of coeducation.
Bonnlo: Faculty tenure and salaries
are Important in order to keep
young, dynamic faculty here.
Plxle: Off-campus housing.
Liz: Following up the questions
raised about our education.
Bonnie: A more flexible structure
so more Interdepartmental majors
could be offered.
Plxle: Looking at what other edu-
cational Institutions are doing.
CG Pfoildoniiol Candidate (standing) ; PliU Loomli, Bonnia Llndqulrt. Ellia-
bath Stow*. Chairman of Houta Praiidonli Council Candidate! (leafed);
Maria Moyar, Nancy Pappai, Linda Chun.
HPC Candidates Want Changes;
Propose Alternatives to Dorm Life
CG Junior Vice-Presidents Tackle Problems
— Melissa Dempsey —
With the hope that if elected I can
continue to work on the reform pro-
posals written this year, I am run-
ning for the office of Junior Vice
President. Previously I served a
term as college government secre-
tary, a term which was a valuable
experience and enlarged my concep-
tion of Wellesley's government and
Its problems. Improvement and
changes at Wellesley In such areas
as: student and dorm participation
In college government; the familiariz-
ing of student leaders with the stu-
dent and faculty body; the encour-
agement for more cultural events
on and off campus; the problem of
transportation into Boston and the
MIT exchange program are obvious-
ly needed and wanted. But it will
tfike time, energy and patience to
work out all the viable solutions to
these problems. I am willing to de-
vote this time and energy and to
work for a more responsive college
government and student body In or-
der to accomplish the desired
changes.
— Anne Dingman —
It is my firm conviction that the
(Continued on page 6)
All three candidates for Chalr-
mnn of I louse Presidents' Council,
I.lndn Chun, Mnrle Moyer, and
Nancy Poppas, all '70, expressed
slmllnr concerns over the Issues
raised by the tentative proposals
of the Structural Revisions Com-
mittee — over the need for more
Integration of the dorms and aca-
demic life, for alternatives to
dorm-llvlng, and for a revised Ju-
dicial code for House Councils.
They supported the first two sug-
gestions, but disagreed with the Ju-
dicial code.
Seeing the House Presidents'
Council as the "body with poten-
tial for change and communica-
tions," Linda stated that the dis-
persal of information from admin-
istrative sources and the collection
of individual student questions and
grievances Is an Important func-
tion that House Presidents' Council
can fulfill."
Define Role
Marie emphasized the chair-
man's role as "one of Senate's
most valuable channels for achiev-
ing a widespread responsiveness to
individual student concerns" be-
cause she has a "unique associa-
tion with all houses on campus"
and because the Senate reps do
not have the power to vote. "The
HPC next year," she continued,
"must transform undirected and
misdirected questioning Into pur-
poseful action and address itself
directly to those persons who can
either clarify existing enigmas or
help to provide the means for
change."
Noting that HPC is "In a good
position to know what Is going on
in dormitories and make sugges-
tions for the improvement of dor-
mitory life," Nancy stated that the
HPC should "be open to new ideas
and willing to act on them, in
order to moke the dormitories as
livable and stimulating as pos-
sible."
Alternatives to Dorm
AU three expressed the need for
what Marie termed "alternatives
to dorm living." "The possibility of
utilizing the society houses for
special living arrangements such as
co-op dorms," she declared, "must
be considered."
Linda agreed and noted that off-
campus housing seemed too expen-
sive at the moment, while Nancy
stated, "Perhaps it would be de-
sirable to establish a cooperative
dormitory. Perhaps a few students
could be allowed to live off-cam-
pus." She also pointed out that
some people are interested In out-
side i nines and recent social legis-
lation has permitted them to feel
freer.
Dorm Life
Discussing other changes in resi-
dential arrangements, the candi-
dates agreed with the tentative
suggestions of the Structural Re-
visions Committee to Institute
what Linda describes as a "fuller
Integration of dorm and academic
life through the more extensive
use of dorm facilities for seminars
and meetings."
Marie extended this principle and
proposed to Increase communica-
tions between Senate and the stu-
dent body by holding Senate meet-
ings In different dorms. According
to her, the HPC "must consider
the many ways In which the dorm
could be made a stimulating
rather than a confining environ-
ment in which to live."
Long-range Plans
All three support long-range
planning in dorm remodeling to In-
clude provisions for things like
rooms for married heads of house,
faculty apartments, or faculty of-
fices. Marie noted that students'
moving to co-op houses in present
societies would open rooms while
Linda saw a need for "a constant
faculty presence."
Pointing out and agreeing with
the Structural Revisions Commit-
tee's suggestions that dorms or
dorm groups Initiate more activi-
ties like concerns and lectures on
Ihelr own, Nancy also expressed a
desire to "see the Council examine
the rules governing dorm living"
including the question "Would the
dorms run more smoothly with only
a few necessary consistently en-
forced regulations?" It should "fer-
ret out what students don't like."
Individual Discretion
As Marie noted, "The dorm is a
place to live in. . . . We do not
rely on individual discretion
enough."
In considering the Structural Re-
visions' Committee's suggestion
that the HPC establish a judicial
code for the dorms, all three ex-
pressed reservations. "I hold back
from It," Linda explained. "Serv-
ing on the General Court, I saw
that the House dealt out justice on
the personal level. A fixed scale of
justice would probably be too im-
personal, too mechanical. Why have
a house court at all in that case?"
Marie felt that students would
rebel against such a system. NotV
ing that this system aimed at ta*
elimination of discrepancies in 4t-
clslons from one house to an
other, Nancy suggested that an to
formal discussion among the house
presidents on what they did for
cases would serve the same pur-
pose. The candidates also agreed
on the need for an examination of
the rooming system.
GREEK-LATIN LECTURE
Profaitor Charlei Baya of Bol-
ton Univanity will ipaak on "Ja-
ion, Aenaai, and tha Love-Hero"
Tuaiday, February 2S at 4:15 In
tha Popa Room.
1 ubw Vlt*
Justice Hopefuls Look to SRC
by Susan Helnomnnn '70
The Structural Revisions Com-
mittee is considering a proposal
which would completely change
the present system. According to
the student representatives, there
would be one major court, com-
posed of students, faculty and ad-
ministrators, to handle all charges
against students which do not be-
long under judicial house council.
They would have jurisdiction over
matters currently handled by the
Discipline Committee of Academic
Council. No faculty or administra-
tion member would be able to
punish a student without due pro-
cess of law. The student would be
treated as an individual with rights
to a fair trial, rather than as a
subordinate under arbitrary juris-
diction. Any charge would have to
be substantiated by evidence that
the student's action harmed either
another individual or the commun-
ity. Within the court there would
be a fixed judicial procedure with
hearings, witnesses and evidence
available to all participants. The
star chamber concept would be
eliminated; the student would not
be forced to wait until the end to
hear all the evidence against her.
In addition, the court would avoid
placing the student In double jeop-
ardy.
The three Chief Justice candi-
dates were only Informed of this
proposal last Sunday night. Al-
though they do not yet know all
of the details, all three support
the basic Intent of the proposal
and are willing to assume the
greater responsibility It will en-
tail. In an interview with News
they voiced their "discontent with
the present system and their hopes
for the revised structure.
Wendy Jones emphasized, "I be-
lieve that several of this report's
recommendations are critical to the
functioning of the court system:
there must be a distinct separation
of house council and there must
be a public record of that prece-
dent which determines court de-
cisions. But my basic concern is
that the court not disintegrate into
a committee which does nothing
more than assign penalties For
this reason. I support the SRC rec-
ommendation that the future court
concern itself with guilt and in-
nocence — a student should not
have to admit her guilt before be-
ing heard by the court. Court has
the potential to investigate the
functioning of the present honor
system, liquor on campus, and to
consider questions of academic
honesty."
Incorporating the SRC Ideas into
her statements, Martha Mac-
donald felt that the Chief Justice
must implement the "standardiza-
tion of House Council procedures
by establishing a working law code
which is to be uniform for all
dormitories, and, through stan-
dardization, elimination of all char-
acter and reputation discussions
too often dealt with in House Coun-
cil 'trials.' " She stressed "the
abolishment of the 'trial' aura sur-
rounding Court proceedings and
the abolishment of 'the student be-
ing duly reprimanded by her fellow
students' idea." "As the judicial
system Is now defined," she sta-
ted, "A student is guilty before
she comes to Court . . . The Court
should be more concerned with the
student and her rights.'
Vicki Boucher underlined the in-
creasing importance of social and
academic autonomy and self-de-
termination for students. "The
Court will be the protector of self-
determination in insuring that the
individual student is given full con-
sideration," she said. In Vicki's
opinion, the SRC proposal Is vital
in guaranteeing the civil liberties
of students through due process of
law. "Now there is the problem
that a student or a housemother
may have a personal grudge
against someone," commented
Vicki. "Under the new system the
person bringing the case will have
to demonstrate injury."
Assessing the new duties of
Chief Justice, Vicki stated, "She
will play a crucial role In the
achievement of top priorities in
the proposed new system: that of
establishing just judicial proceed-
ings by working with deans, fac-
ulty and house presidents and that
of communicating to the students
their role in the system. To accom-
plish the latter, I propose an all-
college colloquium, led by lawyers,
professors of political science and
SRC members, on student civil lib
ertics and the freedoms and rfr
sponslblities found within the new
judicial system."
Wendy added that the Chief Ju*.
tice will need legal counsel. Even
though the Chief Justice will bt
obligated to know more about the
law, in her opinion, it Is dangerous
for anyone to act on the assump-
tion that she knows everything.
"Whoever Is elected Chief Jus-
tice will have to deal with how to
implement these proposals. She
will be concerned primarily with
students' rights," Martha empha-
sized.
Examining the implications of
the revised Court, all three can-
didates stressed its creative po-
tential. "By separating the Court
from other bodies, you are de-
veloping a real judicial system,"
observed Martha. "The Court as-
sumes a definite role. One of my
complaints with the present sys-
tem is that It's not really involved
with legal issues."
"The Court should become the
basis for the honor system," insist,
ed Wendy. "Also it should be more
of a 'think tank' concerned with
the means of dealing with future
problems."
Vicki added that the court
should periodically review its posi-
tion so as to create new definitions
and possibly suggest new legisla-
tion.
Candidates (or Chiof Justice (seatod): Wendy Jonei, Martha Mecdonald,







(Continued from page 4)
entire structure of CG must be
revamped in accordance with Its
changing role in the college com-
munity. Having considered the most
pressing social Issues this year, Sen-
ete is now free to concentrate on
the role ot students In educational
policy. College Government as It
now exists, Involves neither a major-
ity of the students nor a majority
of the faculty. As junior vice presi-
dent, I would work towards experi-
mentation with the structure of C.G.
with the goal of making It a true
forum of student and faculty opinion.
As an Immediate slop In this dir-
ection, I suggest the formutlon of
committees by both students and
faculty to advise and ussist their
three elected members to the com-
mission to study Wellesley's role In
the future. All those interested in
the Issue should participate In the
research insead of waiting patiently
for a report to be Issued. Rather than
destroying the neutrality of the com-
mission, the large number of people
concerned would insure a variety of
opinion. This however is only a small
step in the much needed rejuvin-
ation of C.G. Complete restructuring
must be the amid concern of CG
if any valuable work Is to be ac-
complished next year.
— Jody Sorenson —
As stated in the Grey Book, the
Junior V.P. is: "a voting member
ol senate, a member of the cabinet
and college council, chairman of the
constitutions committee, on the ex-
tracurricular schedule committee,
and "responsible for the care of the
student organization building."
If elected Junior V.P. I will work
to facilitate cross registration with
MIT through coordination of sche-
dules. I feel such acudcnric exchange
Is valuable but our token bussing
program Is not the best way of
achieving coeducation at Wellesley
—if this is the eventual aim of the
program. There is a definite need
for further discussion about coeduca-
tion, a trend which muny seem to
feel inevitable. I am In favor of ex-
eliungc programs with oilier cumpus-
(Ik, for u lerm or year, us purl of
the Wellesley College educutlon.
Finding the post exum period unbear-
ably long, I advocate instituting self-
scheduled exams. I will work to im-
press upon the administration the
need for more recreational facilities-
(a ping-pong table in every dorm!
fencing equipment in every laundry
room!) and gathering places in the
dorm and Billings, optimistically
making Billings into a student union.
I would like to see student influ-
ence in the official evaluation of
professors. My most important re-
sponsibility as a C.G. rep would
be communicating with and respond-
ing to all who wonder: what is go-
ing on? how does C.G. work? does it
work?
— Sue Irving —
Since Senate as it now stands has
no educational jurisdlctioh, the office
of SEC-NSA representative Is some-
thing of an anachronism. I support
the suggestion of previous NSA reps
that the position be shifted to Educa-
tional Policy Committee. Either way,
the SEC-NSA rep should serve as a
focus for the different committees
and individuals working on redefin-
ing education at Wellesley. Today
these is too little co-ordination of
too many separate groups.
There are several Issues Welles-
ley students should be vitally con-
cerned with now. Complaints about
class size need to be brought to bear
against the suggestion that Wellesley
raise faculty salaries by cutting down
in faculty. We need to be wary of
viewing coeducation as THE pro-
blem. It is an Imporant concern,
but only part of the question of the
future of the small college. In-
creased cooperation with other area
schools needs to be looked Into.
NSA offers many services. We need
to make wider use of its excellent
publications. More people should go
lo the conference so the ideas it
generates cun be effectively applied.
If the various education commit-
tees on campus do remain separate,
the SEC-NSA rep needs to be in
touch with all, and a member of
SEC at least. Having served on SEC
two years, I believe it can be used
effectively—but only If it Is brought
into some relationship to EPC or
NSA, or both.
— Lucy Crane —
I think that there are great possibi-
lities of Wellesley giving to and re-
ceiving from the National Student
Association ideas important to all
of us. NSA is a nationwide organi-
zation of and for students, a clear-
ing house of ideas that also offers
varied student services; its unique
position as an organized association
representing student thought and de-
mands even in Congress allows mem-
ber schools to share experiences
and effective responsibility within
the country. The Student Education
Committee representative can and
should try to coordinate information
and opinions here on campus, should
try to bring about changes, working
with the EPC and the SRC, should
reevaluate, as everybody here must,
the efficacy of the present College
Government system. Course evalua-
tion, coop ed, should remain suc-
cessful. Pass-fail programs could
uguin be looked at, all the while
utilizing and encouraging more and
freer student-students, student-facul-
ty, and student-administration com-
munication.
LAW AND ORDER LECTURE
Dr. Henry David Aiken. profossor of philosophy at Brandeis Univer-
sity, will speak on the topic "Law, Ordor and Violonce in Amorican
Socioly" at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, February 25, in tho Wellesley High
School Auditorium. Dr. Aiken, presently AKred North Whitehead Fellow
in tho Graduate School of Education at Harvard University while on
leave (rom Brandeis, is a noted author and scholar and will bo lecturing
in Stockholm this summer under the auspices of tho Nobel Poace Foun-
dation. Tickets may be purchased at tho door at a special student rate
of $1.25.
— Sheila Trice —
I am extremely excited about the
new dimensions to the duties of
the Junior Vice President. No longer
Is she restricted to serving "as
Chairman of the Constitution Com-
mittee, as a member of the Extra-
curricular Schedule Committee" and
to being "responsible for the care
of the student organization building".
At present, I think that the most
Interesting new role of the Vice
President Is that of the chief student
representative and advisor In the
renovation of Billings.
My belief in the effectiveness of
student government has been sub-
stantiated during my term as fresh-
man class president and as a sopho-
more senate representative. I see the
suggested programs and organiza-
tions of the Structural Revision Com-
mittee as more efficient approaches
to student government and would, if
e'ected, look forward to implement-
ing the new system of college govern-
ment.
Candidates for Jr. Vice President and Bursar (bottom): Tii Good, Mall





An all-college mixer sponsored
by tho sophomore class will be
heli! In Alumni Hall on Friday,
February 21 from 8 p.m. to 12 p.m.
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various dorm offices. She Is creative,
Intelligent, keenly perceptive, per-
sonable, and articulate. She knows
Wellesley College and recognizes the
limitations—both real and Illusory—
of effective sludent action.
Under the proposed new structure,
the greatly-expanded role of the Stu-
dent Court will demand much of its
Chief Justice. She must keep abreast
of current students' rights cases in
the Federal Courts and exercise her
broadened discretion prudently and
compassionately. Vicky Boucher is
both qualified and nble to perform
such a delicate and demanding task.
Sincerely,
Francie Taylor '70
Chairman of Vil Juniors
for instance. And Alumnae Hall.
Weekends such as these were
originally designed for large coed-
ducatlona] institutions, of which
we arc neither. When travel be-
tween here and Boston was more
restricted, Winter Weekend prob-
ably served a purpose. Now, it is
obsolete, dull, expensive, and, from
what I hear, in the red.
Why should we continue to suf-
fer this yearly embnrrnssment?
Some men have actually been
known to think of this as a Big
Deal Weekend, and to be insulted
when
.
they weren't asked. Winter
Weekend, it's you or us!
Sincerely,




As a concerned member of the
Wellesley College community, I
feel It is my duty to speak out
at this time on a subject which has
been preying on my thoughts. We
have all (or most of us) lived
through Wellesley's latest Winter
Weekend. It Is time that the entire
concept of this yearly fiasco bo re-
considered, and for this reason, I
have organized the Committee to
Abolish Winter Weekend (CAWW).
I have been led to understand that
the dance on Friday night was at-
tended by a paltry few, and that
the sparse attendance was a factor
in the cancellation of the Snturdny
afternoon movies.
The fact is, that Winter Week-
end is generally unattractive for
the Wellesley girl, who, in the dead
(pardon the expression) of winter,
would rather be off to Boston, Cam-
bridge, and environs than attend a
"rock" dance in the cold, cavern-
ous, and empty Alumnae Hall Ball-
room. After being bllzzarded in
all week, what girl wants to re-
turn to the gymnasinm-atmospher-
ed Hall so recently vacated by the
Modern Dance classes? Is this any
way to impress a date? I think
that, in spite of its quarter-of-a-
century tradation, Winter Weekend
should no longer inflict itself upon
us ever year. And that very "free
time" which was given rave re-
views on these very pages last
week is the most dreadful thing
about it. Our lovely new parlctals
notwithstanding, there's only so
much time you can talk to some
l>eoplo, and less intimate relation-
ships become strained after a
while.
If any vestige of Winter Weekend
is to remain, it should be the con-
cert feature. We can certainly use
the entertainment, but, again, there
are problems in this, too. The price.
Open letter to all sophomores:
Unlike many other traditions at
Wellesley, Sophomore Father's Day
may not have outlived its useful-
ness. Tiz Good, the recently-elected
chairman, the sophomore dorm re-
presentatives, and sophomore class
officers see the weekend of May 3-4
as a unique opporliinlly to share
many aspects of Wellesley with our
fcthers.
Without wishing to mnkc Sopho-
more Father's Day an entirely
serious symposium, we feel however
that events such as the blotter de-
monslrnlion do not show what most
rophnmnrcs would like In ehnrp wllh
Iholr fnlhci*. Ili\lhr-r we sock a more
reallsMr plohirc nl Hip Wollculey
toinmunlly ami lis concern*.
The weekend Is In the process of
formntlon. Suggested departures
from traditional Sophomore Father's
Day activities include: 1) discussions
to be held in the society houses with
panels and/or discussion leaders on
concerns such as educational reform
nt Wellesley, the MIT-Wellesley ex-
change progmm, coediicnllon and
the plnee of a small women's llhrrnl
arls college 2) possible Involvement
and active participation of fathers
as speakers, discussion leaders, or
panel members 3) a display of sopho-
more talent — specifically in drama,
music, and art.
Please channel nil suggestions to
Tiz Good or your sophomore dorm
representative as soon as possible.
Without your Ideas and energy we
cannot make Sophomore Father's
Day a meaningful experience.
Martha Wasson
President, Sophomore Gass
A Case of Lihel?
To the editor:
Regarding the blanket condemna-
tion of the student body by library
personnel who feel we abuse the
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like to suggest that if all those peo-
ple who work in the library (come
on you people in the back rooms
you, too) went through all the shel-
ves and felt behind the rows, they
might find upwards of 100 books
which have fallen behind due to
their having been carelessly put
away.
This may sound like a lot of trou-
ble, but maybe a day of search
would be preferable to 100 extra






To make Wellesley College educa-
tion more exciting, I propose a few
simple physical changes. Let all the
fixed chairs In classrooms, especi-
ally in Green and Founders, be re-
played now with individual, move-
able, desk-arm chairs. Depending on
the size of the room and/or class,
let everyone—students and Instruc-
tor—sit In n ring, oval, ellipse, or
similar pattern.
It Is Impossible to discuss qucs-
llons wllh a girl two rows nhend
of you, or a student whose face Is
hidden by the girl In front of her;
it Is difficult for either student or
Instructor to cxclinnge ideas when
neither can see the reaction to a
statement; small classes here turn
Into lecture courses rnlher thnn dls-
eu<*lnn Ki-oups pnrlly because physi-
cal nminuonrenls luhlhll freedom of
expression. Unlike some, this sug-
gestion does not pivleml lo bo n
pnimcen, hut II bus clear benefits,
no disadvantages that I can see, nnd
It does not require massive capital
expenditures or planning. Although I
would urge a total revamping of all
classrooms, they could be renovated
n few nl n time.
The difficulty wllh Implementing
this suggestion—or even nnnlysnlg
llr, costs nnd benefits—Is, as usual,
nn administrative one. Although the
academic deportments are chiefly af-
fected by classrooms and their
equipment, which directly nffect the
quality of Instruction, no single aca-
demic department has either respon-
sibility for or power In niter n class-
room, nml rlcpnrlmrnts lark any
simple means for concerted action.
I suggest, therefore, Mint If you np-
pmve of Ibis Idea about moveable
chairs and a more open arrange-
ment, you say so on paper with a
rote to Mr. Schneider and Miss
Adams, you urge your department
chairman to support the proposal,
you get other students and faculty
lo express a demand. And, where you
now nllend clnss In a room where
chairs are not fixed, push them out
lo the straight rows, form a circle,
and talk to each other. Until the mil-
lenium of coeducation and structural







Senate needs a well-organized,
creative, and enthusiastic president
with time to devote the entire stu-
dent body. I believe that Bonnie
Llndqulst, candidate for president
of College Government, is such a
person. As president of La Tcrtulla,
the Spanish club, she formed an
active, Informed club out of an
organization that last year had al-
most no members and no meetings.
Ln Tertulln has had three meetings
this fall; at each meeting one/third
of the membership as well as many
students from MTT attended. One
key to her success In organizing
the club was an excellent schedul-
ing of meetings and adequate publi-
city. In addition, with her support,
Ln Tcrtulla holds language tables
in Tower Court every week and
sends tutors to South Boston to
work with immigrants.
Bonnie has also worked closely
with the faculty and administra-
tion to establish a Latin American
affairs major. Proposals on which
she has worked arc currently on
the agenda of Academic Council.
In behalf of the membership of
La Tertulla who appreciate her
enthusiasm and capability, I would
like to recommend Bonnie Llnd-





In the last couple of years, the
question of student participation In
ROTO—and In fact, the very cxls-
Icncc of ROTC on campus—has ari-
sen as an entirely political question.
Just like n few other larger issues,
ROTC has been judged and con-
demned as an extension of the Viet-
nam war.
This sort of short term condemna-
tion Is foolish and dangerous. Of
course the war In Vlelnnm Is ex-
eemhle and those who refuse lo fight
In Hip war by refusing ROPC, en-
llslnienl, nnd llic drnfl nre In many
v nys Ihe first (rue heroes produced
by Ihe Inst (wo decades of the cold
war.
But there is something we must re-
member—unless Nixon, Laird, et al
exceed our wildest expectation, the
wnr will end. When It docs, we will
allll linve an army nnd we will still
entrust our Armed Forces wllh a
nuclear nrsciml capable of controll-
ing or destroying the entire earth.
There is in fact, only one obstacle
between (his nation and the 7 Days
in May trip. That obstacle is the
loyalty insured nol by (he good char-
acler of our generals, but by (he
hundreds of thousands of citizen
soldiers—Ihe draftees, Ihe two-year
ROTC lieutenants, the short term
enlistees.
These citizen soldiers are really
civilians in uniform—they have sworn
the military oath but are in no
sense professional soliders. They re-
inforce the integrity of the military
by suffusing within the attitudes of
he nntlon at large. Citizen soldiers
nre the hands, feet, and arms of the
army. Those nt the head can make
no move without their cooperation.
ROTC and (he draft are alterna-
tive ways of procuring these citizen
soldiers. Because they are both
routes to a servitude most of us
would rather avoid, they are hardly
popular institutions. They 'are both
ugly Impositions on personal free-
doms. But If we dispose of them, if
we opt for the milk and honey solu-
tion of a volunteer army, we will pro-
bably get just what we deserve: One
million armed men in an army with





The Wellesley Catalogue says:
"Most classes are small enough
to make possible the exchange of
Junior Year Fall Semester - Israel
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
Brandeis University — The Jacob Hiett Initlhita
Study In Jerusalem, liraal— July 12-Oacambar 20, 1969
(47 students from 27 Universllies enrolled in 1961)
Four cour««i — Hebraw not raqulrad — Earn 16 cradlh
Coit: $1850 — Tuition, room, board, round-trip travel
Soma financial aid available





MIT will host an evening of (ho
"bolt collegiate tinging in Ihe
Northoait" at Log Jam '69 on
Saturday. February 22 at 8 p.m.
in Kraigo Auditorium. Thi« second
annual Log Jam will (oalure groups
from MIT. Harvard. Pembroke. Vas-
lar. Colgato. Dartmouth, and Ihe
Widow, from Wellesley. Last year'*
Log Jam was told out. Admission
pricoi are $1.50 and $2 for re-
served lead; call Ihe Kreige bo>
office, extension 4720 for resorva-
tiom.
ideas between student and teachel
and to enable the faculty to know
and plan for the needs of each in-
dividual." (p. 22)
We feel that too many of our up
per level courses have well above
25 students. In light of the claims
of the college and the cost of the





























































If you wore President would you
keep the surtax? Paul Samuolson,
professor of economics will pre-
sent his opinion as "witness." Tho-
mas Schelling of Harvard, »ho
"examinor." will question Profes-
sor Schelling. Watch on Monday,
Feb. 24, at 8:30 p.m., on WBGH-
TV, channel 2.
At Wellesley, a lecture-film en-
titled "Can We Have Full Employ-
ment Without Inflation?" will ba
shown on Monday, February 24, at
8 p.m. in Pendleton. The film Is a
debate botween Mr. Samuolson and
Milfon Friodman; it is sponsored
by (ho Economics Club.
News will print all letters to
the Editor which aro I ) typed,
doublo-spaced, with margins at 10
and 80, 2) signed in ink by the
sendor, and 3) received at Ihe
News office (308 Billings) by 10
a.m. ihe Monday before publica-
tion.
Community Playhouse
WeTJealey HOla CB 8 0047
Friday & Saturday Erea at
6:80*9
Sunday continuous from 8:80
Other Evenings at I
NOWI Ends TUESDAY. Feb. 25
Matinoes Wad. thru Sat.
The Btatle* In
"YELLOW SUBMARINE"
NEXT! 7 Days Beginning
WED., Feb. 26
"THE CHARGE OF
THE LIGHT BRIGADE" •
with Trevor Howard (
Vanessa Redgrave
'lhursrJay, February 20, 1969 WELLESLEY NEWS Page Sevea
Adams trip . .
.
(Continued from page 1)
calmer."
Following the opening plenary
session, the thirty educators
formed two discussion groups
which, for the weekend-long con-
ference, studied two broad sources
of controversy within the present
university context: one, the impact
of changing student attitudes on
administrative structures, non-aca-
demic structures, and the public;
the other, the effect of these
changing attitudes upon specific
academic and curricular questions.
U.K. vs. U.S.A.
When she was asked whether she
saw any crucial difference of opin-
ion between the Americans and
the British nt the conference, Miss
Adams suggested, "I think you
could identify a difference In de-
gree ... I don't think there was




sities could report more openness
in dealing with student participa-
tion in academic matters." She ex-
plained, "There Is the cherished
tradition among British academi-
cians
. . . who see no reason to
share their authority and adminis-
trative responsibility with the stu-
dents they teach."
In England thus far, university
unrest has been limited in extent,
although the current strike at the
London School of Economics pre-
vented its representative from at-
tending the Dltchley conference.
Miss Adams observed that British
university dissent has tended to be
more specific, to focus on Internal
educational policy. The British,
however, Miss Adams stated, were
looking with great interest at the
particular ways in which America
had dealt successfully with her uni-
versity problems. Admittedly, most
of the delegates suggested that Am
I'rican experience had more "exter
nal implications." Miss Adams ex-
plained that many of those present
saw the current university situa-
tion in this country as "a histori
cul inheritance of the civil rights
movement and of reaction to a
war which does not have public
support" — a development which
"leads to an attitudes of challeng-
ing the validity of authority in
seneraL"
"I think," Miss Adams suggested.
"America Is farther advanced In es^
lablishing good relations with stu-
dents." Echoing what "man after
man" had expressed at the conclu-
sion of the Aspen conference, she
insisted, "I learned, that above all,










You'll lind a spectacular new ski area on the
"Chin" of Ml. Mansfield
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.
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(Continued from page 1)
to glimpse at the origins of our
own solar system; he also remind-
ed his questioner of numerous
technological improvements in
everyday life which have come as
"spin-offs" from NASA related re-
search.
Apollo as Notional Prestige
After mentioning the develop-
ment of Ideas for future transport
systems, he returned lo his thome
of education and its Interdepen-
dence with the space program.
Finally, he concluded, the space
program was Justified by the
prestige it brings to the country.
He lauded "the fact that we can
get together and accomplish some-
thing," suggesting the application
of that ability to other problems.
Both Lovell and Kraft were lib-
eral In their praise of Hie success-
ful MIT contributions (o the pro-
gram. The guidance and naviga-
tion system used In Apollo is self-
sufficient, flexible and makes the
maximum use of both man and ma-
chine. The system contains an in-
erllal measurement unit, a com-
puter unit and un optical unit, with
numerous uccompuiiying stippor-
live devices at ground trucking sta-
tions throughout Ihe world.
(Continued from page 1)
time but wo expect the commis-
sion to report periodically on Its
plans and activities. The first such
report should come by the end of
the current academic year.
"The commission should draw
upon the talents of a wide range
of the college community, Accord-
ingly, tho trustees Invite the fac-
ulty and the students each to se-
lect three of their number to Join
three trustees, two members of the
administration and two represen-
tatives from the alumnae to serve
on the commission.
"Although the individual mem-
ber will bring to the commission
the point of view of his group, it
Is essential that wo all concclvo
of tho commission members not as
representatives of a given group,
but us thoughtful, Independent In-
dividuals devoting their best ef-
forts to a serious evaluation of
Wellesley's future. The commis-
sion members should be individuals
who can set aside their present
conclusions and engage In a total
reexamination of tho Issues In-
volved. More thun personal pref-
erence Is ut stukc; Ihe future of an
Institution und the needs of higher
education In the decades ahead
are Involved.
"It is Important for every mem-
ber of the total college community
to understand that the establish-
ment of this commission does not
represent a step In any particular
direction. The future remains open.
At this point, howover, the col-
lege simply cannot, as It must,
plun effectively for the future un-
til these questions have been
thoroughly studied and resolved.
Prospective students and faculty
members, moreover, must know
the future direction of the college
so that they can make their In-
dividual decisions to Join us In full
knowledge of tho institution's com-
mitment.
- "If tho conclusion Is that Wel-
lesloy should move toward some
form of coeducation, we should re-
spond imaginatively and creative-
ly. We should not allow a great
past to endanger a great future.
Or, If the conclusion Is that there
will continue to be a need in the
totality of higher education In
America for un outstanding wo-
men's college fulfilling a desire for
sopurate education on the part of
it .substantial number of our most
highly qualified young women, then
Wcllesley should continue to plan
In Its customary spirit of Inde-
pendence."
Leaves of Absence
Mrs. Joan Melvin, dean of stu-
dents, introduced suggestions for
n new leaves of absence policy.
Under this policy, instead of having
to withdraw from the Coh«.je, a
student will be able to take a leave
of absence after her first year to
study at another institution, to re-
solve personal problems or to un-
dertake any other reasonable pro-
ject. She will not have to re-apply
to be readmitted.
Although the faculty questioned
the wording of Mrs. Melvin's state-
ment, she emphasized that the pro-
posal was not in its final version.
She stressed that the basic Intent
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TWA 50/50 CLUB YOU IH PARC CARDFOR AGO 12 THRU 31
This Identification card enlltlii mtmbcr to purchase trjnipor-
condltlona on ravens side.Ullon lor self only, subject t
Address
Cl,y




Male UVremoie Q Half Color
(?9nri Rfrtlutavl
Signature^- card Moidor
It'll give you a great trip on your spring vacation.
It's TWA's 50/50 Club Card. And if you're
between the ages of 1 2 and 2 1 , it entitles you to
flyTWA anywhere in the United States at
half-fare (and it's good for discounts on most
other airlines too). Now's the time to get one, so
you can take off on your spring vacation. Fly
skiing, fly swimming, fly home, fly anywhere.
TWA flies just about everywhere. See your
travel agent,TWA Campus Representative or
stop by the local TWA office. Forget about
classwork and flyTWA somewhere at half-
fare. Even if your parents approve.
TWA
The things we'll do lo make you happy.
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Feb. 26 Bloorimobile
To Needle Wellesley
by Susan Hclnrmnnn '70
"There Is a very great shortage
of blood this year. Blood is urgent-
ly needed In all our civilian, mili-
tary and vetenjhns hospitaW,"
stressed Elizabeth Michel '69, presi-
dent of Service Organization.
Through the efforts of SO, the
Red Cross Bloodmoblle will visit
Wellesley on Wed., Feb. 26, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m In Alumnae Hall.
Students interested in donating
should contact their dorm reps.
CAB To Abolish Airline Youth Fares PoetOffersHumor,Humanism;
Ease Marks Spacks 9 Reading
by Cheryl Ann Lawson '69
(Guest Reporter)
As a reader of his own poetry,
dent In Mr. Spacks' poetry. In one
selection entitled "My Clothes" he
writes:
O, voices In your nakedness
great dreamers In your skins or
less
make golden ages fill my mind
where ease leaves agony behind
and passion, all her raiment
gone,
is beautiful with nothing on.
(Ed. note: Last week, the follow- permitted."
Ing press release woo received by What can be done? The C.A.B.
News) has agreed to review the ruling and
A group of students at Princeton will begin hearings on February 26.
University have responded to the The Board must be convinced that
threatened discontinuance of youth students across the country are up-
fares for airline travel with a set and the services for half-fare
wide campaign to save the fares, passengers is unlike that offered Barry Spacks has an edge on many
Their action was prompted by last full-fare passengers. The group modern poets. The Pope Room was
month's announcement that the urges everyone concerned to write fll 'cd Qt 4:15 on Monday when he
youth fores would be eliminated a letter or circulate a petition, arrived and after a warm introduc-
February 20 by the Civil Aero- These should be mailed to the ,lon °y Mr - Barry Phillips, assls-
nautlcs Board. Civil Aeronautics Board, c/o Mr. lant professor of English, he took
The students, led by juniors John H. Crooker, Jr., Chairman, ovor thc podium with the assur-
Bradley A. Olsen of Palatine, 1111- 1825 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,' ancc of 0 seasoned teacher who Unlike many "of his pecrs'he writes
while faculty should contact their nois, and Jeffrey D. Stahl of Mau- Washington, D.C. welcomes his audience as they wel- wltn both c iari(y and
'
precisiondepartment chairman and staff mee, Ohio, and sophomore Mark Time is running out. corned him. Mr. Phillips had de- snaDin(, h is thoughts into ve™ in!
members, or their office head. Smith of Huntington, West Vlr- - scribed Mr. Spacks as a "poet who stead of rhetoric
Blood Bank ginia, began their efforts after mn discover for us the joys resid-
"Since so many people gave last speaking with Mr. Arthur Present, SrS. Create Exhibit J"B «n our commonest experiences." The very precision of his wit
year, we have established a Wel- tho C -A -B - examiner whose ruling 17,18 turned out to be an apt de- which might lead some to mlsclass-
lesley blood bank,' commented Ellz- callcd Ior an end to the special Two art majora at Wellesley Col- scrlptlon and the common experl- ify him as an "academic" poet is
beth. "If enough people give this tares - Mr- Present told the group lege Jinnet Fowles and Johanna ence of an afternoon reading turn- one of the reasons why his verse
year we can continue it This ,nat ne nad mlei against the fares Branson, both '69, have planned and cd out to De 0 Joyful one for all can be so successfully presented
means that If a donor or any mem- for vlolating section 404 of the installed an exhibition of prints and
concerned. In a poetry reading. Although only
ber of his Immediate family needs F«tereJ Aviation Act of 1958, photographs in the Jewett Arts Cen- He began with a selection of superficial impressions were avail-
blood during the twelve months whlch prohibits "unreasonable" dis- ,er . fls an independent study project. P°cms from his recently published able, these impressions were not
following his donation he will re- crimination in fares. The case was Entitled Prlntmakera and Photo- bo°k The Company of Children, misleading. For the second com-
ceive it free of charge from the '"Mated by Transcontinental Bus R
raPnern "nder Twenty-Five, it Is the T|ie easy manner with which he mitment which makes Mr. Spacks
Red Cross," she explained Systems, Inc. "r8t "ludentorKanlzed exhibition to rpn d, taking occasional sips from an enjoyable poet is his humanism.





d ,n ,nc c<™'"- Thc show his water glass, brought many And this feature is everywhere
give blood, he Is given a medical cxlsl . passengera must Ik> charged
of m,rhn ,rn V0""* Nmv England chuckles from tho audience as he evident: in his subject matter, his
check by a registered nurse Ac- different nmuunls for "substantial-
orr"nlr
'' ,,n" mnln rxhl- hung upon Ihe phrases of "Horn- themes, and his poetic voice. Al-
ly slmllinr" services The studenta "ll,on corridor and will continue nge In Henry James." The whim- though he does not employ a "per-
do not believe that services for full
,,,rouKn March 10. slcal element In Mr. Spacks" poetry sonna, there is an undeniable voice
"The exhibition has a three-fold Is ns undeniable as It is delightful, which speaks through his loving
purpose," said Johanna. "First, to But behind his humor lies a more poems to his wife, his responses
oVflylng^ttourresewaUoM/'tte
.K??*
ProfewlomUa a place to subtle element which separates
Dossibllltv of helntr "humnert" In
show lhclr work; ^"d. to promote this poet from many of his mon-
1 '"""P" 0 photography as an exciting corrtcmp- temporaries. For thc voice of the
omry nrl form; nnd Ihlrd, to give on m l 1st In Mr. Spacks takes tho form
uinlornmdiia!(< prai-llcnl experience uf n rmiunllinent (o humnn life
cording to the Red Cross, "don-
ating blood is not as painful ns re-
ceiving a shot of Salk polio vac-
cine, and there are no harmful
after effects."
SWIM SHOW
A variety of poetic musicel And
literary Ihemai will provida Ihe
motif for 'Spouting Off," the an-
nual Wellesley College Swim Club
Show to be presented in Ihe Re-
creation Building pool on Friday
and Saturday, February 21 and 22
at 8 p.m.
Annually choroographed and
produced by sludonts, this year's
demonstration of synchroniied
swimming will include Iwonly-two
students in selections ranging from
the historical, in a solo by Nancu
Melier. "70. enlitlod Solome to the
contemporary, using Iho march
from Doctor Zhlvago, The Sky, .,
song, by Rod McKuon and a num-
ber enlitlod Snoopy vt Tho Red
Boron. Another
. solection is built
around Robert Frost's poem The
Sound of Trees.
Membors of the community are
cordially invitod. Admission will
be $.75.
and half-fare passengers are simi-
lar because of the inconveniences
f f ing w
p i i y b ing b mped
flight, thc fuel Hint If (hero Is n
shortage of meals, luilf-fnro pas-
availability of thc special fores dur-
ing periods of peak trafllc.
"It is obvious to us," thc stu-
dents have written, "that the
charges of discrimination have been
l>' tho onmnlml of nn exhibition." clnthc.1 In „ commitment to his
Johanna plans lo pursue grodunle crnft, When asked what he thought
studies In art history, coneentrnllng of the dilemma facing all poets —
on modern art and photography. the difficulty of conveying the pas-
Assembling the show involved ap- sion of life Into the written word
preaching the artists themselves, — he said, "I have learned to trusttrumped up by the bus companies artists' dealers, and a number of pri- the grace inherent In the tech-
In an attempt to discourage young vote collectors for loan of the photo- nique. to consider the poem as an
people from flying to to force
, :
rnplis ond prints. "It was really re- organism which makes Its own de-
tltem to travel by bus. 'llils bin- warding," said Jinnet, who plans lo mo lids Instead of beginning with
Inntly pidfll-mollvoled net which do graduate work In Information re- ihe desire for self-expression."
totally disregards thc general wel- search In Ihe art field. The commitment to form Is cvl-







In order to acquaint membors
of tho sophomore class with the
requirements for a major in oach
of Wellesloy's departments, fe-
cial mootings will be held Mon-
day and Tuesday nights, February
24th and 25lh, from 7:15 lo 9i30
p.m. in Billings Hall. Please check
the WEEKLY BULLETIN for Ihe









is seeking qualified staff members with ability
in the following areas: Track — field sports —
tennis— golf— archery— riflery— swimming
(W.S.I.) — small craft — dramatics — music
(piano or accordion).
Good salaries and fine working conditions. Inter-
views may be held at Wellesley College. Appli-
cants with camping background preferred.
Please contact Mark Budd
37 Cedar St., Newton Centre 244-7560
Teach in Ghana or Nigeria?
Yes: — If you . . .
1. Have a Bachelor's Degree; preferably a Mas-
ters Degree.
2. Have at least 30 semester hours credit in one
c. biology, d. mathematics, e. industrial arts,
of the following: a. physics, b. chemistry,
f. French, g. geography, h. home economics
or i. business education
3. Desire to teach at the secondary school level.
4. Are in good health; single, or married without
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to his students, his awareness of
the current political scene. He Is not
like thc man in his "Portrait" —
"all tactics and no battlefields."
In one poem. "Dandy", Mr.
Spacks has produced a parody of
a poet. But as he pointed out later
In discussing his version of Berry-
man — "Henry at Harvard" —
"all parody is in a sense a tribute."
Here the poet
takes out paper, a pen, a lens.
to keep
account: to give
meticulous attention: i.e., love.
Mr. Spacks gives both meticulou*
nttention and love to his work.
Hands in his pockets, with an al-
most permanetly wrinkled fore
head, he wanders slightly from the
podium. His words hang in the air
And bending forward now and then
for emphasis, he gives us "Thr
Song of the Scholar Lover."
Annual Wellesley Group Flight
Boston or New York to London
Faculty, Employees, Administration
and their families eligible
Scheduled TWA flight
Juno 16 — Sop f. 11
Group of 50— S26S








Bring along your I. D. and
got a 17% discount! Bona
fide college students can
ski here any day for only
$5, Mon. through Fri. (ex-
cept during holiday peri-
ods). Uncrowded midweek
skiing gives you a lot more
runs for your money.
SEE YOU SOON
Don't miss the after-ski
action at the new Crazy
Indian lounge in the Four-
ways restaurant!
waterville
_
© valley
